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Chairperson’s Foreword

Colleagues
It has been a year of progress and challenges.
Progress:
Our Chief Executive, Noreen Campbell, continues to
bring her vision and rich professional experience as
former teacher and principal to bear on our work.
She has greatly strengthened her contact with the
schools and is visiting each in turn in order to meet
the staff and familiarise herself with their day-to-day
concerns.

The “Cohesion Sharing and Integration”
consultative document is seen by many as bland and
toothless. But it is nevertheless the first such draft
policy to be proposed by the NI Assembly. Let us
see how it improves after the 29 October 2010
consultation deadline.
NICIE is, with the assistance of the former All
Children Together, reviving the annual Dunleath
Lecture at Queen’s University to highlight the issue
and benefits of de-segregation of schools in
Northern Ireland.

NICIE’s meeting with the NI Assembly’s Education
Committee provided a good opportunity to
exchange views, clarify our vision and work
as well as developing important partnerships.

Challenges:
The ongoing failure of the property market means
that a final resolution of the Armagh IC site has not
yet been resolved.

Encouragingly, a survey of MLAs’ attitudes
commissioned by NICIE, revealed much greater
support for a single school system than many had
realised.

We thank the Banks and the staff of NICIE and IEF
for progressing this complicated matter towards
settlement.

The Eames-Bradley Consultative Group Report on
“Dealing with the Past” proposed the establishment
of a 5-year Legacy Commission – one of whose
tasks would be to meet the churches to discuss the
(unintended) negative consequences of our
denominational school system.

Clearly the economy will put pressure on our
schooling system. Perhaps financial pressures will
help our community at large to find a better, simple
way to structure our lives.
Colm Cavanagh
Chairperson
NICIE
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Chief Executive

Over the past year in NICIE, we have looked
upwards and outwards. During Integrated Education
Week we raised our eyes to the sky as we flew a
‘Kite for Integration’. In doing so, we uplifted our
hearts and our spirits. The work carried out in our
schools on this theme was inspirational, with many
of the schools coming together to celebrate
integration at its best.
The highlight of the week was our launch event at
Stormont when pupils and students from integrated
schools across Northern Ireland came together and
released their beautiful kites into the blue skies
above the Parliament Buildings. The theme of ‘Kites’
captured the imagination of all and provided an apt
symbol for the work of integration: kites symbolise
hope, they invite us to lift up our eyes, to look for a
future free from fear and violence where young
people can learn together. They also represent
creativity, innovation and playfulness,
characteristics we find in abundance in our schools.
In the past year we have also looked outwards. We
have reconnected with our schools and in doing so
have tapped into a reservoir of goodwill and an
eagerness to create a collegiate of integrated
schools. Schools supported the development of the
Excellence in Integrated Education Award which
recognises and celebrates the added value that
‘integration in practice’ brings to our schools. I am
pleased to congratulate Round Tower IPS and
Drumragh IC who are the first two schools in
Northern Ireland to achieve this award.

This year saw the work of our various schools’ fora
continue: the Teachers’ Committee, the Integrated
Schools Finance Association (ISFA), as well as the
establishment of a Special Educational Needs
Committee (SENCO) Forum and a Forum for Vice
Principals and Senior Leaders. These fora provide
an important opportunity for the sharing of good
practice across our schools. NICIE was also pleased
to continue to support the work of APTIS
(Association of Principal Teachers in Integrated
Schools). School leadership plays a vital part in the
success of our schools and we were pleased to
develop a partnership with the Regional Training
Unit (RTU) to support the development of this
leadership
NICIE also engaged in discussion with the wider
family of the integrated movement, working closely
with our sister organisation, the IEF, on a range of
projects, strengthening our relationships with the
DE and other educational stakeholders in Northern
Ireland, and responding to a series of consultation
documents on educational policy.
This past year has been a year for reflection, for
listening and for restructuring. The issue of
Integrated Education is now firmly back on the
public agenda. With a new Strategic Plan in place
and with a strong team enthusiastic to take this plan
forward, NICIE is eager to ensure that the need for
a shared educational system stays firmly at the
forefront of debate in the coming year.
Noreen Campbell
Chief Executive Officer
NICIE
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Support for Existing Schools
School Visits
NICIE staff regularly visit schools, especially when
they are first established or transformed, but as the
number of schools have grown, visits have mainly
been by invitation or in response to a request for
support or training. This year was a first, for some
time, without a live Grant Maintained Integrated
School project: this enabled staff to complete a
major schools’ visitation programme, which started
with every integrated school being visited by the
Buildings Officer, Lawrence Rowan, to collect
valuable data on the schools’ estate to assist with
Area Based Planning. This was followed up by a visit
to every school from a Development Officer to see
how schools can best be supported by NICIE in the
fast changing educational landscape. Another series
of visits were made to Open Nights in post-primary
schools. Reports were written from these visits and
presented at the NICIE/APTIS Spring Conference.

Launch of Integrated Education
Week and the Joint NICIE / APTIS
Spring Conference
The spring saw a rise in both the internal and
external profiles of Integrated Education with the
successful launch of Integrated Education Week at
Stormont, with pupils from many integrated schools
welcomed by Trevor Lunn MLA, Alliance Party and
member of the Education Committee. The children
and young people were then able to enjoy flying
their kites on the grass at Stormont on the
beautiful spring morning. The diversity of the
kites, made by the students, gave some
wonderful photographic opportunities and
emphasised the sheer celebration of
difference, which marks our schools as
special.
The well attended
NICIE/APTIS Spring
Conference at the

Dunadry Hotel gave delegates opportunities to
analyse how best practice might be effectively
shared across integrated schools in order to further
enhance the distinctive qualities of Integrated
Education and the benefits to young people being
taught in a shared environment where difference is
openly discussed and valued.
Vice Principals were invited on the second day and
enjoyed the opportunity to visit the exhibition of
resources provided by organisations which support
particular areas of the curriculum. As a result of the
Vice Principals’ participation in sessions looking at
how NICIE might better support their needs, two VP
forums have been set up.
The students themselves were involved in the
conference proceedings over the two days, with
choirs from Parkhall IC and Glengormley IPS
providing a lively start to the morning sessions.
Other involvement from schools included a
presentation on Peer Mediation from Round Tower
IPS, a Rights Respecting Schools presentation and
discussion led by Dr Anne Murray, Principal of
Oakgrove IPS. The evening of the first day was
rounded off with a passionate rendition of a
reflective drama performed by pupils from Malone
IC.
Guests were also entertained by ‘The Faded Line’,
a rock band made up of pupils from Drumragh IC,
Omagh Academy Grammar School and Christian
Brothers Grammar School, Omagh, which further
demonstrated the integrated sector’s openness to
involvement and sharing with all schools.

Sustaining Quality in Integrated
Schools – Excellence in Integrated
Education Award
Last year there was a successful pilot in three
schools of the integrated ‘kitemark’, based upon the
four core principles of integration—Equality, Faith
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and Values, Parental Involvement and Social
Responsibility. This provides schools with a
structure against which a comprehensive schoolwide review can take place. To further develop the
‘kitemark’, which has now been renamed Excellence
in Integrated Education Award (EIEA), Sharon
Lennon, from Cedar IPS, was appointed in April
2010 on a part-time secondment. Sharon reviewed
the findings from the ‘kitemark’ pilot along with
recommendations from other educational sources
and, after numerous consultations, presented the
Excellence in Integrated Education Award in its
current form. The self-evaluation tool has been
warmly welcomed in schools as a way to audit
current practice and inform future planning for
school improvement.
Sharon was asked to join the NICIE Development
Team on a full-time, one year secondment to
continue award promotion and support for those
schools who have embarked on the EIEA process.
Currently there are 18 schools involved in the
project.
NICIE believes the Excellence in Integrated
Education Award scheme will contribute to school
improvement through strengthening ethos,

complementing the current Department of
Education initiative of ‘Every School a Good School
– A Policy For School Improvement’.

Training
A significant amount of training has taken place over
the course of the 2009-10 academic year, becoming
increasingly apparent that teachers and governors
are benefiting from the range of programmes
offered through NICIE. The organisation’s training
falls into four main categories, all of which
support ethos development within schools.
These are 1) bespoke training on request 2)
the transformation support programme 3)
accredited training programmes and 4)
Board of Governor training programmes.
The majority of training is delivered by
NICIE officers but, due to increased
demand, NICIE has been also
working in partnership with other
relevant bodies to deliver various
programmes, as well as utilising
a group of ‘associates’ who are
familiar with the content and
style of NICIE’s
programmes.
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Bespoke and Intensive Support
Programmes
Throughout the year several schools have taken
the opportunity for some intensive support to
revisit their values and integrated ethos. Schools
have welcomed NICIE’s role as support for the
development of their integrated ethos and found
the time taken to concentrate on this vital aspect
of their school refreshing and reinvigorating.

Accredited Training Programmes
This year was a time of building upon the success
of programmes begun in earlier years.
Funding from the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
enabled Paula McIlwaine, our Professional
Development Officer, and David Gardiner, our
Community Relations Officer, to deliver a third
round of the highly successful ABC (Promoting
an Anti-Bias Approach to Education in Northern
Ireland) three day programme.
Furthering last year’s successful pilot with three
integrated colleges, Diversity in Action (OCN
level 2) was run again with two other college
participants. Diversity in Action was developed
by NICIE in response to the need for a structured
approach to community relations and diversity for
students at Key Stage 4 and beyond. Teachers
attend a two day training process in facilitation

skills, additionally learning techniques which will
help them positively respond to issues such as
racism, sectarianism, community violence,
gender inequality and homophobia.
In November, 24 participants attended the two
day ‘Training the Trainers’ programme for Peer
Mediation. This was the second run of this
programme and was attended by a mixed group
of school staff, NEELB Officers and Stranmillis
students. Richard Mulcahy, of Oakwood IPS, and
Cliodhna Scott-Wills delivered the training and
were delighted to have such a mix, including staff
whose schools already offered Peer Mediation
and those new to the programme
The delivery of NICIE programmes over the
last year would not have been possible without
the financial support of the Department
of Foreign Affairs in Dublin and the Esmee
Fairbairn Foundation. Funding is always a critical
issue to small organisations and we greatly
welcome the commitment to developing Integrated
Education, as shown by these two bodies.

Governor Training
Over the past year, NICIE has delivered four
Governor training sessions on Roles and
Responsibilities and Recruitment and Selection.
In all, 53 Governors and Principals, representing
17 schools, attended the sessions, which were
hosted by Ulidia IC, Blackwater IC, NICIE and
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Saints and Scholars IPS. NICIE organises at least
one Board of Governor training session each term
but is happy to consider requests from schools for
governor training at any time throughout the year.

meet five times a year and to date have looked at
‘Assessment and Diagnostic tools’ and ‘Supporting
pupils with physical needs who wish to be educated
in a main stream school’.

Shared Education Projects

To address the Northern Ireland Commission for
Catholic Education’s (NICCE) consultation on their
Post-Primary Review of Catholic Education, an
information and consultation meeting was held for
the Principals. Gerry Lundy, Head of School
Planning and Development for CCMS and directordesignate for NICCE, spoke to the Principals about
the review, whilst addressing their questions, which
were at both regional and local levels.

Over the course of the last few years substantial
money has been invested by the International Fund
for Ireland and Atlantic Philanthropies in shared
education projects in the NEELB, WELB and at
Queen’s University, Belfast. NICIE’s expertise in
working with integrated schools exploring issues of
community difference ideally places the organisation
for a supporting role in assisting schools which are
entering into significant cross-sectoral partnerships.
This year NICIE has delivered a day long
introduction to the Anti-Bias Curriculum to
Principals from the NEELB’s Primary
Integrating/Enriching Education Project (PIEE),
which will see up to 30 small primary schools in the
Board’s area engaged in sharing resources and
learning opportunities with each other, and
developing sustainable relations between pupils,
staff, governors and parents. PIEE is managed by
Roisin Marshall, currently on secondment from
NICIE.
NICIE has also delivered training to the participants
of the Fermanagh Trust’s Shared Education Project.

Responses to Consultations
In September, NICIE held a conference for SENCOs
in order to collate their thoughts on the SEN and
Inclusion Consultation. The conference was
attended by 33 staff members from 30 schools and
was addressed by Irene Murphy from DE. Staff
worked in groups and the notes from the sessions
were included in NICIE’s response to the
consultation. A positive outcome of the event was
that a SENCO committee has been set up; they

Further responses included those to consultations
on the Bill of Rights and Dealing with the Past.

Education Skills Authority
(ESA) Implementation
This year, NICIE staff members have again been
heavily engaged in attending meetings and working
parties aimed at managing the transition of the
schools and education bodies to ESA. Among other
important matters, this change would remove the
employing authority status from our GMI schools,
replacing it with ESA. This year saw the
postponement of the implementation of ESA, which
proved to be a significant setback. NICIE staff still,
however, attended the meetings to represent and
advocate for the needs of integrated schools,
especially in the areas of Employing Authority and
Human Resources. The vacancy control limitation,
which has existed for all bodies affected by the
Review of Public Administration covers NICIE and
has significantly affected the organisation’s ability
to permanently fill vacated posts. This is a very
important issue for all educational bodies but has a
disproportionate effect in an organisation as small
as NICIE.
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Support for New Schools
and Other Developments
New Schools and Proposed
Developments
Since planned integrated schools came into
existence in 1981 with the opening of Lagan
College, there have only been four years in which a
new Grant Maintained Integrated did not open;
2009 was one of those years. Several factors have
affected this: the loss of the NICIE Club Bank,
which previously provided capital funding for new
GMI schools; the fact that Area Based Planning,
which was due to be implemented with the advent
of the Education and Skills Authority, has itself been
delayed indefinitely; and the level of uncertainty that
surrounds the transfer procedure. However, the
parental demand for Integrated Education, where
there are insufficient or no places, is still present
and this academic year saw NICIE Development
Officers working with a group of interested parents
in the East Belfast/Dundonald area.

Pre-school Developments
The development of the pre-school sector has long
been a matter of concern for NICIE Development
staff and schools. Decisions taken by DE in 2009-10
have been disappointing. In October, the Minister
of Education, Catriona Ruane, gave her decision to
refuse the transfer of Oakwood and Cranmore
Pre-school Playgroups to nursery status. These
decisions were greeted with dismay by the
integrated school community as this particular
mechanism had been used 13 times before to gain
nursery unit status for our oversubscribed
playgroups. It is, in fact, the only route open to GMI
schools to achieve such status. Again in February
2010, the Minister’s decision to turn down All
Children’s IPS in Newcastle was another set back
for Integrated Education.
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NICIE officers sought meetings with DE officials
and the Minister herself. NICIE also invited the
Department officials to attend meetings with our
Principals to try to discover if there was a change
in policy or practice happening within the
Department. In addition, NICIE presented a paper
to the Education Committee at the Assembly. As a
result of all of these meetings, a policy change
request has been lodged with the Department,
which outlines the particular circumstances which
pertain in the integrated preschool sector.

Transformation Projects
and Transformation Support
Programme Training
The fragmented nature of change in education this
year has meant that schools and Boards of
Governors have had to focus on more immediate
issues, such as dealing with the new transfer
arrangements, rather than looking at more long
term issues, such as transformation to integrated
status. Nevertheless, three primary schools, which
were given conditional approval last year,
celebrated the granting of full approval to
controlled integrated status. They are Ballymoney
Model, Fort Hill and Crumlin Integrated Primary
Schools. NICIE continues to support these and
other recently transformed schools in carrying out
their Action Plans.
In all cases of transformation, the success of the
school in offering an enriched set of experiences to
their children and in building a truly integrated
ethos will depend on how thoroughly the school
engages with NICIE in training and other
development activities. Purposeful engagement
with change helps to establish a recognised
integrated and stabilising presence in areas in
which no integrated provision exists.

General NICIE Development
Team Work for Schools
In addition to the items highlighted in this report,
the Development Team are also involved in
delivering the following services to schools:
• Advice and support
• Distribution of information and documentation
• Participation in recruitment panels
• Support for NICIE Standing Committees:
Teachers’ and Early Years Committee, Principals’
Association (APTIS)
• Support for the Integrated Schools Finance
Association
• Support for the Vice Principals’ Forums
• Co-ordination of Staff Care Services
(Knockbracken Health Trust)
• Appointment of external advisors for Principal’s
Performance Review & Staff Development (PRSD)
• Co-ordination of indemnity insurance for teachers
• Distribution of circulars on behalf of Teachers’
Negotiating Committee

NICIE Team Staffing
This year has seen major changes in the staff team
in NICIE. In August 2009, NICIE said a fond farewell
to Michael Wardlow, Chief Executive for some 15
years, only to welcome, in September, Noreen
Campbell, former Principal of Hazelwood IC, as the
new Chief Executive. In November, significant staff
changes took place in the Finance Team with Payroll
Assistant, Ann Blackburn, retiring and Finance
Assistant, Deborah Crawford, then the longest
serving member of NICIE staff, moving to a new
post in the Northern Ireland Libraries Authority
(NILA). In January, Terry McMackin, our colleague
for over ten years, retired from NICIE, a first for a
member of the Development Team. In February,
Senior Development Officer, Frances Donnelly,
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went on a secondment to the Council for
Curriculum, Examinations and Assessment, for the
coming 18 months. In that month too, Lawrence
Rowan, our Building Development Officer and a
very familiar figure at all our new schools, left NICIE
for new pastures. The ending of the Community
Relations funding from the Department of Education
meant that NICIE had to say goodbye to Lindsey
Jackson and David Gardiner. In September, Mary
O’Donnell, Development Secretary for over ten
years, also said goodbye. NICIE wishes all our
colleagues all the best for the future and hope that
they realise how much we miss them and value their
contributions to Integrated Education over their
many years of involvement.
On a lighter note, NICIE has been delighted to
welcome our new colleagues: Sharon Lennon from
Cedar IPS, who has been working on the
implementation of the Excellence in Integrated
Education Award, and Seamus Leonard, the former
principal of Malone IC, who has been covering some
management duties in the Development Team.

Thanks
Due to the limited numbers of staff that can be
employed by NICIE, the Development Team relies on
other members of the integrated community to
assist them in meeting the needs of the sector. We
would like to thank all those principals, governors
and staff from integrated schools who have willingly
offered their time and expertise to carry out a
diverse range of tasks, including representation,
advice and guidance, co-facilitation, training and
mentoring.
Finally, the Senior Development Officers wish to
state our personal appreciation of the hard work and
commitment demonstrated by colleagues from
within our own team. As always, it has been a hectic
year and the uncertainty regarding ESA and the
future position of NICIE as a ‘sectoral body’ brings
doubt and concern into the workplace. Their
commitment and tenacity continue to increase the
number of places available with integrated settings,
as well as assuring the quality of Integrated
Education in our schools across the country.
Lorna McAlpine
Senior Development Officer
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Community Relations
Against a background of staff changes and uncertain
short-term funding arrangements, NICIE continued to
provide Community Relations support and capacity
building input to integrated schools and colleges over
the past year. This was made possible when I took up
the post after the departure of Darren O’Reilly in
March 2009.
Working on a part-time basis, I sought to implement a
strategy of support – ‘Integration in Practice’ designed to enable and empower the whole school
community to embed the key principles and practice
of good and better Community Relations and
Integration, within the ever changing climate of
Northern Ireland. This involved:
• Bespoke support to specific schools / colleges
with particular needs
• Provision / facilitation of Anti-Bias
in Education (OCN level III) training
• Provision / facilitation of Diversity
in Action (OCN level II) support
• Provision / facilitation of a
Youth-in-Education Conference
and other CR related Youth events
Helping the whole school community explore and
develop appropriate practical and pedagogical
responses to relevant Community Relations themes
and issues such as difference, diversity, equity and
interdependence, was a consistent focus.
Work undertaken included:
• ‘Twilight’ sessions with the whole staff and
parents/governors of Enniskillen IPS to provide
opportunity for the whole school community to
raise and explore ‘Integration in Practice’ issues.
Subsequently, a parent/governors ‘Integration’
working group was formed and supported to
develop the ideas, carry out an Integration Audit
and ensure the continuous development and
improvement of the integration practices and
supporting policies of the school

• Whole school/staff training on CR and integration
themes with North Coast IC, Coleraine and Fort Hill IC,
Lisburn, and
• Values/‘Vision’ and Team development with Blackwater
IC, Downpatrick; Rowandale IPS,
Moira; and Spires IPS, Magherafelt
A three day programme of the Anti-Bias Approach to
Education (OCN Level 3) training was facilitated for
25 teachers from across the integrated sector and an
introduction to the Anti-Bias programme was provided for
teachers from a number of North Eastern Education and
Library Board schools. Diversity in Action (OCN Level 2)
support was provided for two colleges and a ‘Youth in
Education Conference’ was designed and facilitated at
Queen’s University, Belfast, to coincide with Community
Relations Week (April 2010), for 60+ students from all
educational sectors.
Additionally, I contributed to the forward progress
of the life and development of NICIE in a number of
ways, such as: helping to review organisational values
and NICIE’s suite of training, facilitating ‘Reconnect’
visits, and presenting an ‘Integrated Education in Practice’
paper at a Queen’s University, Belfast ‘Childhood,
Transition and Social Justice Initiative’ seminar.
Sadly, funding from the Department of Education to
support NICIE’s Community Relations work across the
integrated movement has ended. A ‘replacement’
programme for Cohesion, Sharing and Integration (CSI)
is now out for consultation, and whilst the report appears
to make a commitment to ‘shared space’, it is clear that a
focus on, push for and investment in furthered Integrated
Education is not on the cards for the near future. That said,
NICIE’s commitment to promoting and supporting
improved Community Relations and furthered Integrated
Education will continue and will need to be resourced by
other means.
David Gardiner
Community Relations Officer
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Professional Development
Support Programme
As the Esmee Fairbairn funded Professional
Development Support Programme nears the end of
its three year life, it is interesting to reflect on the
range of achievements and the learning which has
emerged from the project.

The range of aims, purposes and targets of the
project were organised under three key headings. A
selection of developments in these areas is indicated
below:

Delivering Integration in Practice
November 2007 saw the launch of this programme,
which was designed to provide professional
development support to teachers in integrated
schools by assisting them in building/enhancing
professional skills and competencies in dealing with
diversity. The intention was to facilitate teachers in
creating, developing and sharing good practice within
their own school context and with teachers in other
integrated schools. In conjunction with serving
teachers, it was also felt that, where appropriate,
curricular materials should be developed to support
work in integrated schools.

The most salient development of the Professional
Development Programme has involved the
strengthening of the Anti-Bias Approach within
NICIE’s training and in our schools. This began with
the redraft and launch of ABC: Promoting an AntiBias Approach to Education in Northern Ireland. A
strong link was then established between the
document and NICIE’s anti-bias training through
training redesign and rebrand. Three cohorts of
teachers from 28 integrated schools have
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subsequently completed the accompanying three day
OCN Level 3 accredited Anti-Bias training course
and followed up by sharing their learning with
colleagues, often formally by cascading elements of
the training back at school. Shorter versions of the
training and taster sessions have also been delivered
on a regular basis and beyond integrated schools.
Participants have ranged from, for example, students
at Stranmillis University College to school leaders
involved in the PIEE Shared Education Programme.
At the end of this three year period,
it is positive to note that the quality and impact of
this training has been widely recognised and there is
considerable interest in it being delivered to
education practitioners within different school types
in Northern Ireland and beyond.
Representing the linchpin of this project, the AntiBias Approach has also formed an integral part of all
subsequent generic training, including the Staff New
to Integration event which has brought Integrated
Education Week to a close each year. The impact and
effectiveness of this training has been enhanced
through workshops facilitated by serving teachers
who are members of the Teachers’ and Early Years
Committee.
Teachers delivering workshops, for the benefit of
their colleagues, were also an essential ingredient
of joint-inset events. A notable achievement of this
project was the design and delivery, alongside six
integrated school principals, of four Educating for a
Shared Future conferences, which were attended by
39 primary and post-primary integrated schools with
over 1000 teachers and classroom assistants
participating. Schools overwhelmingly responded
to the idea of refocusing on the integrated ethos,
sharing good practice and strengthening
relationships.

Indeed, the importance of developing strong
relationships and partnerships has characterised this
project throughout. When planning integration in
practice training events for clusters of schools, it
was felt to be important to cover a range of
equality/diversity issues. Integration in practice
themes included: Welcoming Newcomers,
Challenging Homophobia, Forgiveness Education,
Anti-racism training, Human Rights and School
Councils training, Making Human Rights Real, and
the Socio-Political Approach to Teaching RE. Thanks
must go to our integrated colleges for hosting these
cluster training events and to the partner
organisations and individuals who facilitated and
shared resources and expertise: Educate Together;
Youthnet, Cara-friend, Rainbow
& TACADE; Corrymeela, Padraig Twomey & Becki
Fulmer; the Equality Commission & Tim Brannigan;
NICCY, Amnesty and the Irish School of Ecumenics.
Overall, 69.5% of all integrated schools attended one
or more of these training days, with a further
breakdown revealing attendance by 90% of
integrated colleges, compared to 49% of integrated
primary schools.
Partnerships with education practitioners beyond
Northern Ireland were also formed under the
auspices of this project and it is hoped that
relationships between schools and the professional
development of our teachers will continue through
those relationships created from as close to home as
Sligo to as far afield as Iraq. Thanks must go to the
Sligo Education Centre and the British Council’s
Connecting Classrooms Project for funding
innovative initiatives involving our teachers and
pupils. The Open Society Foundation (OSF) also
made it possible for joint activity between the IEF
and NICIE’s Professional Development Programme
to enable the delivery of a Citizenship Youth
Conference for Year 10s with simultaneous
professional development workshops for the
Citizenship teachers of the 18 integrated
colleges which attended. Furthermore, the
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OSF funded the piloting of processes for supporting
newcomers and engaging in dialogue with the wider
community through the model of a Citizens Panel as
part of a project involving five other European partner
organisations alongside NICIE and the IEF. The latter
projects have been beneficial for sharing,
internationally, the integrated movement’s good
practice.

However, in relation to resources and materials,
thanks must go to the Teachers’ and Early Years
Committee who have been hugely supportive of the
Professional Development Programme and, through
sub-groups, have succeeded in producing a
framework for an over-arching integration policy and
contributed to a redrafted induction pack for staff
new to Integrated Education.

Developing Curriculum Related
Materials / Resources

While the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation has made the
overall Professional Development Programme
possible, NICIE is also extremely thankful to the
following funding bodies for making grant money
available to enable the range of project work to
flourish: Belfast City Council Good Relations; British
Council; Community Relations Council; Department
of Foreign Affairs Reconciliation Fund; Integrated
Education Fund; Open Society Foundation; Omagh
District Council Community Relations and the
Regional Training Unit (RTU). Finally, NICIE is
indebted to the many external partner organisations
which delivered workshops and provided access and
training into the range of resources and
methodologies to enhance integration
in practice.

It was originally envisioned that developing
curriculum resources and materials would form a
considerable element of this project. However, this
aspect of the programme took on a new direction
with a recognition that many very impressive
resources already exist and, rather than reinventing
the wheel, partnerships were created with other
notable organisations, involved in producing
resources and training for teachers which fit perfectly
into NICIE’s Anti-Bias Approach to Education and
provide an effective means to explore integration in
practice. During the final year of the project, an
audit was carried out with other organisations,
mapping their recommended resources and
external training. This information was
disseminated to all schools and many of the
recommended organisations showcased
their wares at an exhibition which
formed part of the NICIE/APTIS
Conference in April 2010.

Finally, NICIE is extremely grateful to the Esmee
Fairbairn Foundation for providing funding for this
three year project designed to improve quality and
assist the embedding of the integrated ethos within
integrated schools and to enable such good practice
to be promoted more widely in other education
spheres within Northern Ireland and further afield.
Paula McIlwaine
Professional Development Officer
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The Entitlement
Framework E2S
It has been four years since the Department of
Education introduced the Entitlement Framework
Policy for post-primary schools across Northern
Ireland.
The 30 Area Learning Communities throughout the
five Education and Library Boards continue their
work.
This new collaborative policy in post-primary schools
brings with it significant demands for principals,
school leaders and the teachers of the subject areas
involved.
New collaborative thinking is emerging with subgroups of teachers in Area Learning Communities
[ALCs] working together to enhance the curricular
offering to all the pupils of the geographical area the
ALC serves.
All integrated colleges continue to be very significant
participants, creating many new opportunities for
both their own pupils and pupils of neighbouring
schools. The sharing of new common courses has
enhanced community cohesion in many areas, pupils
relishing meeting new classmates at GCSE level and
16 plus.
A strong thrust of the policy framework is to increase
the offer of applied courses both at GCSE and AS
and A2 levels.

collaborative courses praise the initiative and are glad
to have increased choice of subject offer, frequently of
much more economic relevance for them and their
community.
Interestingly, pupils of other schools being hosted in
integrated colleges enjoy their move to a new venue.
They also speak of the open and welcoming ethos they
find in the integrated college and praise the teaching
they receive.
Examination of the results achieved at GCSE, AS level
and A2 collaborative courses in many ALCs show
outstanding outcome, both educationally and socially.
The development of collaborative courses is still in its
infancy – there is much still to do and many new
applied courses remain to be introduced across the full
range of sectors of post-primary schools.

The Department of Education remains insistent that,
as of 2013, all post-primary schools will be required
ALCs audit provisional courses with the aim of
[by legislation] to provide all pupils with access to a
running new alternative courses as cost effectively as minimum number of courses at Key Stages 4 and 5.
possible, with serious consideration of pupils’ career
[24 at KS4 and 27 at KS5]; also demanding that one
opportunities, while being mindful of the economic
third of courses must be applied, and one third
needs and human resources potential of Northern
general.
Ireland. This has become much more important since
the economic downturn of the past three years.
The vision for the future in Area Learning Communities
is evolving. Visionary leadership and good teaching in
All integrated colleges have pioneered new courses,
our integrated colleges will make this possible for the
have been in the vanguard of the development of
benefit of all.
change in the educational landscape and have
genuinely enhanced the provision for pupils. Pupils of Ivan Arbuthnot
integrated colleges interviewed about their new
Entitlement Framework Officer

17
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APTIS – Association of Principal
Teachers in Integrated Schools
This has been a busy year for APTIS as we have
been facing major change across many fronts in
education. For us, it has been important to use our
forum to ensure that we will have progress towards
a better educational landscape for everyone, not
simply change imposed by others.
As a group, we were delighted to welcome Noreen
Campbell to her post as Chief Executive Officer of
NICIE and have been consulting with the
Development Officers on developing a vision for
NICIE through a series of ‘Reconnect’ meetings.
Looking outwards, we have taken every opportunity
to make contributions to the wider discussions on
the Education and Skills Authority (ESA), and the
ongoing debate about the transfer procedure. A
representative group from APTIS met with Gavin
Boyd, Chief Executive Designate, to discuss a wide
range of issues: Finance and Policy, Autonomy and
Accountability, Sectoral Support, Employment,
Services and Area Based Planning.

APTIS and NICIE jointly hosted a very successful
conference which we hope to repeat and build on in
the coming years.
Three schools piloted the integration ‘kitemark’
with their experiences informing the final version.
A small working party was established to look at
Transfer with particular reference to the current
guidance on admissions criteria for integrated colleges
and with a view to identifying areas of shared concern
and the potential for a common approach. Ideas and
suggestions have been formulated into a discussion
document which Boards of Governors could use as a
basis for review of their own admissions criteria.
I would like to acknowledge the support given by
NICIE officers and administration staff in helping to
plan our APTIS meetings.
Jill Markham
Chairperson
APTIS
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Teachers’ & Early Years Committee Report
‘Flying high for Integrated Education’ was certainly
a theme embraced by the Teachers’ & Early Years
Committee. Achieving quality and excellence in the
delivery of Integrated Education was the unfaltering
focus of the Committee, which has continued to be
innovative in the development of new ideas and
approaches, whilst sharing examples of good
practice and integration in practice.
Creating a framework for an over-arching
Integration Policy, which could be shared with and
adopted by all integrated schools, took precedence
in the first part of 2010. A small sub-committee was
established, consisting of two teachers from the
primary phase and two from the post-primary
phase. Thanks must go to Jackie McMurtry from
Bangor Central IPS, Trudy Hamilton from Round
Tower IPS, Louise Burke from IC Dungannon and
Paulette Gallagher from Drumragh IC for working so
effectively as a team in the production of a
framework consistent with the core principles of
NICIE’s Statement of Principles for Integration.
After approval by the whole Teachers’ Committee,
the framework was shared with all integrated
schools.

It was also the Teachers’ Committee who proposed
the theme of ‘Kites’ for Integrated Education Week,
offering an opportunity for schools to be innovative
and creative in their interpretation of the theme.
Coincidentally, this theme was extremely
appropriate during a year in which the ‘kitemark’ for
Integrated Education was further developed by
Teachers’ Committee member, Sharon Lennon of
Cedar IPS. The Teachers’ Committee benefited
greatly from Sharon’s updated presentations, at
Committee meetings, about the development of the
self-evaluation tool. We are delighted that Sharon
will be seconded for a full academic year to NICIE in
order to further promote the ‘kitemark’, which has
been renamed the ‘Excellence in Integrated
Education Award’. We wish Sharon the very best of
luck in her new role.
In terms of sharing good practice, Simone Bartlett
from Oakgrove IPS gave a presentation at the April
meeting about the Rights Respecting Schools
Award, describing how it supports the integrated
ethos of her school. Simone detailed the process,
shared examples of the evidence Oakgrove gathered
in order to support their bid for the award and spoke
of the positive impact of being a Rights Respecting
school. The Committee later provided NICIE with
their insights, at the June meeting, on possible
future approaches to developing a 4 – 18 integration
curriculum.
The Teachers’ Committee wishes to express their
thanks and appreciation to Paula McIlwaine,
Professional Development Officer at NICIE, for
providing support over the last year.
It is very encouraging to see that the Teachers’
Committee continues to grow in strength. Each
school is encouraged to send a representative
to benefit from input and learning generated by
the committee.
Teachers’ & Early Years Committee
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ISFA – Integrated Schools
Finance Association
The membership of the ISFA is still well supported,
and this year the committee gained further new
members. At our quarterly meetings, the Finance
staff discuss and support each other in the running
of the finances and administration of individual
schools. During the rest of the year, we are in
regular contact with each other for advice and
support on individual issues that arise.
We had a number of agencies who provided us with
valuable training and advice including:
• A presentation provided by Shane McCurdy and
Martina McGuigan from EASIT, on the background
of ESA, the issues and impact of ESA on NICIE
and the integrated sector and why change is
necessary. Members had an opportunity to
express any concerns they had.
• Global Vetting provided a presentation on
overseas criminal records and background checks.
• Peter O’Rawe from Joint Legal Services updated
us on our legal requirements as employers.
We are grateful to all of those who supported our
committee throughout the year. In particular, we
offer thanks to Cliodhna Scott-Willis and the NICIE
staff for the much needed central support and also
to Anne Lennon for her secretarial duties. Finally,
thank you to members and Principals who attended
the meetings and shared ideas.
Joanne Carmichael / Diane McCourt
Joint Chairpersons
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Financial Information
The ramifications from the closure of Armagh IC,
prior to its vesting by DE and the subsequent debt
owed to the Ulster Banks, required unprecedented
attention from the Board of Directors and NICIE
staff throughout the year to 31 March 2010.
The support and input from our professional
advisers (PricewaterhouseCoopers and Johns Elliot)
continues to be invaluable.
The Club Banks and IEF were patient and
pragmatic, their stance ultimately leaving NICIE in a
more stable position compared to the previous year.
It has been a difficult period for NICIE finances and,
whilst there are still ongoing matters to be dealt
with, finance has, for now, moved off the top of the
agenda at Board meetings.
NICIE continues to receive its core funding from DE,
while also receiving grants from Trusts and
Charitable Funds, enabling our raison d’être the
promotion and support of Integrated Education to
flourish.
Michael Morrow
Treasurer
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The Northern Ireland Council for Integrated Education
(Company limited by guarantee)

Schedule to the income and expenditure account for the year ended 31 March 2010

Income
The Department of Education
Community Relations Council
Grants IEF
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
Other

2010
£

2009
£

680,660
880
1,305,580
39,312
7,904

652,638
4,727
152,413
49,304
48,565

2,034,336

907,647

2010
£

2009
£

481,224
33,397
14,213
18,944
12,762
2,327
9,857
11,988
6,452
12,478
4,852
4,203
3,358
7,104
34,000
2,812
21,942
43,319
38,489
476
12,302
942
-

582,994
4,003
9,266
29,251
14,770
4,197
11,452
1,882
6,811
11,430
4,317
4,127
3,605
9,586
33,667
3,377
3,843
51,668
2,541
10,638
63,388
1,761
21,654
4,537
3,899
639

777,441

899,303

Administrative expenses
Salaries and wages
Professional fees
Management fees – rental property
Travel expenses
Postage and stationery
Depreciation
Telephone
Advertising
Publications and subscriptions
Temporary staff
Photocopier
General expenses
Heat and Light
Cleaning
Rent
Annual report
Insurance
Bad debt expense
Entitled to Succeed programme
Curriculum support
Queens EU Programme
Training
Repairs
Computer maintenance
Event functions
Market research
Shortfall in vesting
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Glossary
ABC

Anti-Bias Approach

ACT

All Children Together

ALCs

Area Learning Communities

APTIS

Association of Principal Teachers of Integrated Schools

CCEA

Council for Curriculum, Examinations and Assessment

CCMS

Council for Catholic Maintained School

CIC

Controlled Integrated College

CIPS

Controlled Integrated Primary School

CR

Community Relations

CSI

Cohesion, Sharing and Integration

DE

Department of Education

EASIT

Education and Skills Authority Implementation Team

EIEA

Excellence in Integrated Education Award

ESA

Education and Skills Authority

GCSE

General Certificate of Secondary Education

GMI

Grant Maintained Integrated

IEF

Integrated Education Fund

IC

Integrated College

IPS

Integrated Primary School

ISFA

Integrated Schools Finance Association

NEELB

North Eastern Education and Library Board

NICCE

Northern Ireland Commission for Catholic Education

NICCY

Northern Ireland Commissioner for Children and Young People

NICIE

Northern Ireland Council for Integrated Education

NILA

Northern Ireland Libraries Authority

OCN

Open College Network

OSF

Open Society Foundation

PIEE

Primary Integrating / Enriching Education Project

RE

Religious Education

RTU

Regional Training Unit

SENCO

Special Educational Needs Committee

VP

Vice Principals

WELB

Western Education and Library Board
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NICIE Staff
Staff List:
Noreen Campbell

Chief Executive Officer

Christine Stitt

PA to Chief Executive Officer (October 2009 – July 2010)

Development / Support Team:
Frances Donnelly

Senior Development Officer (on secondment to CCEA)

Lorna McAlpine

Senior Development Officer

Cliodhna Scott-Wills Development Officer
Denise Morgan

Development Officer

Roisin Marshall

Development Officer (on secondment to NEELB)

Terry McMackin

Development Officer (until January 2010)

Lawrence Rowan

Building Development Officer (until March 2010)

Sharon Lennon

EIEA Officer (on secondment from Cedar IPS)

Paula McIlwaine

Professional Development Officer

Teresa Willis

Professional Development Administrator

Amanda Higgins

Development Secretary

Mary O’Donnell

Development Secretary

Kelly McKeaveney

Receptionist / Secretary

David Gardiner

Community Relations Officer (until August 2010)

Nichola Lynagh

Community Relations Officer (on secondment to RTU)

Lindsey Jackson

Community Relations Secretary (until April 2010)

Ivan Arbuthnot

Entitlement Framework Officer

Finance:
Maurice Kennedy

Finance and Administrator Officer

Deborah Crawford

Finance Assistant (until November 2009)

Marie Morrison

Finance Assistant
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NICIE Board of Directors
Celine McStravick

(until February 2010)

Claire McGlynn
Colm Cavanagh

(Chairperson)

David Clement
David Thompson
Geraldine Tigchelaar

(until August 2010)

Ian McKay
John Kissick

(until November 2009)

John Milliken
Kierna Corr
Margaret Kennedy

(until August 2010)

Martin Stroud
Maurice Johnston

(until August 2010)

Michael Morrow

(Treasurer)

Nadine Dorrian
Olwen Griffith
Paul Madden
Sean Murphy
Simone Bartlett
Wesley Emmett

(until October 2009)

NICIE Associates
Lisnaskea Playgroup
Rudolph Steiner School
Sion Mills Primary School
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NICIE Patrons
Barry Douglas

(Pianist)

Barry McGuigan MBE

(Former European and WBA Featherweight Champion of the World)

Brian Friel

(Playwright)

Cecil Linehan MBE

(Co-founder All Children Together)

Dame Mary Peters DBE

(Former Olympic Pentathlon Champion)

Diljit S Rana MBE

(Hotelier)

Dorinda Lady Dunleath
Dr Brian Lambkin

(Director of the Centre of Migration Studies at the Ulster-American Folk Park)

Dr Maurice Hayes

(Permanent Secretary DHSS-NI 1984 - 87; Ombudsman 1987 - 91)

Jennifer Johnston FRSL

(Novelist)

Kenneth Branagh

(Actor and Film Director)

Lady Faulkner of Downpatrick CBE
Liam Neeson

(Actor)

Mairead Corrigan - Maguire

(Nobel Peace Prize Winner)

Marie Jones

(Playwright, Charbanc Theatre)

Neil Hannon

(Singer / Song-writer)

Sister Anna

(Member of the Anglican Community of the Sisters of the Love of God)

Patrick Yu

(Director of Northern Ireland Council for Ethnic Minorities)

Polly Devlin

(Writer)

Professor Aine Hyland

(Founder of ‘Educate Together’ in Republic of Ireland)

Professor Dr Seamus Heaney

(Nobel Laureate for Poetry)

Rev Dr Norman Taggart

(President Methodist Church in Ireland 1997 - 98)

Rev Professor Enda McDonagh

(Former Professor of Moral Theology, Maynooth)

Sean Rafferty

(Broadcaster)

Sir Kenneth Bloomfield KCB

(Head of the NI Civil Service 1984 - 1991)

Sir James Galway OBE

(Flautist)

Sister Ethna Kelly R.S.M.
Very Rev Dean Victor G M B Griffin

(Retired Dean, St Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin)

Very Rev Dr John Dunlop

(Moderator of Presbyterian Church in Ireland 1992 - 93)
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Enrolments in Integrated Schools
Integrated Schools in Northern Ireland
Enrolments
School / College

Location

Opened /
Transformed

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Lagan IC

Belfast

1981

1040

1124

1150

1150

1200

1222

1200

Forge CIPS *

Belfast

1985

226

213

230

250

249

254

287

Hazelwood IC

Belfast

1985

744

740

804

810

845

871

869

Hazelwood IPS *

Belfast

1985

452

455

455

454

456

457

461

All Children’s CIPS

Newcastle

1986

208

211

199

203

203

211

211

Bridge IPS

Banbridge

1987

410

414

408

413

409

409

411

Mill Strand IPS *

Portrush

1987

181

210

190

196

192

188

193

Windmill IPS *

Dungannon

1988

222

231

230

228

234

232

231

Braidside IPS *

Ballymena

1989

345

351

346

351

370

365

358

Enniskillen IPS *

Enniskillen

1989

243

261

235

239

240

244

244

Omagh IPS *

Omagh

1990

232

276

291

300

325

339

343

Portadown IPS *

Portadown

1990

222

218

220

228

234

231

231

Brownlow CIC

Craigavon

1991

410

410

434

439

450

423

418

Carhill CIPS

Garvagh

1991

46

42

44

55

40

32

26

Corran IPS *

Larne

1991

190

189

201

212

208

205

209

Oakgrove IPS *

L’Derry

1991

452

445

467

451

441

444

453

Acorn IPS *

Carrickfergus

1992

229

229

230

254

260

258

259

Oakgrove lC

L’Derry

1992

876

849

846

800

850

850

801

Cranmore IPS *

Belfast

1993

193

215

208

223

209

221

206

Lough View IPS *

Belfast

1993

368

415

437

435

420

430

430

Saints and Scholars IPS *

Armagh

1993

250

275

272

274

258

253

236

Erne IC

Enniskillen

1994

332

362

375

419

415

417

415

Shimna IC

Newcastle

1994

492

514

511

509

510

521

515

Cedar IPS *

Crossgar

1995

216

211

217

220

225

220

217

Drumragh IC

Omagh

1995

519

493

525

610

580

637

647

Integrated College Dungannon

Dungannon

1995

483

467

462

467

430

458

484

New-Bridge IC

Loughbrickland

1995

514

502

504

500

500

520

518
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School / College

Location

Opened /
Transformed

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Portaferry CIPS *

Portaferry

1995

84

86

83

80

73

70

65

Hilden CIPS

Hilden

1996

69

60

47

35

0

0

0

North Coast IC

Coleraine

1996

522

512

534

535

495

476

495

Oakwood IPS *

Derriaghy

1996

192

224

230

231

232

232

227

Rathenraw CIPS *

Antrim

1996

105

101

94

84

82

82

69

Slemish IC

Ballymena

1996

681

690

720

710

720

720

720

Annsborough CIPS *

Castlewellan

1997

46

50

55

62

54

48

59

Malone IC

Belfast

1997

797

800

791

790

797

751

754

Strangford IC

Carrowdore

1997

486

469

488

505

526

525

517

Ulidia IC

Carrickfergus

1997

522

529

530

540

540

534

540

Bangor Central CIPS

Bangor

1998

531

537

561

561

560

563

571

Down Academy CIC

Downpatrick

1998

297

300

300

240

0

0

0

Fort Hill CIC

Lisburn

1998

867

867

867

873

880

878

895

Kilbroney CIPS

Rostrevor

1998

96

93

93

105

105

108

92

Kircubbin CIPS

Kircubbin

1998

119

111

103

102

121

123

116

Priory CIC

Holywood

1998

477

489

418

420

445

473

482

Spires IPS

Magherafelt

1999

183

188

201

200

202

205

202

Millennium IPS *

Carryduff

2000

105

155

195

208

218

220

224

Carnlough CIPS

Carnlough

2001

37

41

41

52

48

44

47

Sperrin IC

Magherafelt

2002

196

268

353

403

442

475

482

Glengormley CIPS *

Glengormley

2003

150

160

155

155

167

182

250

Maine IPS *

Randalstown

2003

30

48

86

104

117

124

134

Round Tower CIPS *

Antrim

2003

134

195

187

216

245

261

265

Armagh IC

Armagh

2004

50

108

153

140

61

0

0

Lir IPS

Ballycastle

2004

17

26

0

0

0

0

0

Drumlins IPS

Ballynahinch

2004

12

22

37

61

83

101

115

Glencraig CIPS *

Holywood

2004

186

210

225

230

253

220

227
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School / College

Location

Opened /
Transformed

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Groomsport CIPS

Groomsport

2004

21

21

25

0

0

0

0

Phoenix IPS

Cookstown

2004

17

42

54

80

105

127

149

Roe Valley IPS

Limavady

2004

25

44

72

101

126

138

157

Groarty CIPS

L’Derry

2005

43

40

36

31

32

42

Ballycastle CIPS *

Ballycastle

2006

100

124

129

142

151

Clogher Valley IPS

Fivemiletown

2006

12

20

23

0

0

Crumlin CIC

Crumlin

2006

352

350

400

300

234

Rowallane IC

Belfast

2006

40

86

0

0

0

Rowandale IPS

Moira

2007

18

34

64

101

Kindle CIPS

Ballykinlar

2007

36

0

0

0

Blackwater IC

Downpatrick

2008

340

342

334

Cliftonville CIPS *

Belfast

2008

182

185

180

Ballymoney CIPS

Ballymoney

2009

284

267

Fort Hill CIPS *

Lisburn

2009

233

234

Parkhall CIC

Antrim

2009

679

681

Crumlin Primary IPS *

Antrim

2009

194

180

21047

21131

Total

17149

17811

18733

19183

19589

* designates a pre school unit, including reception classes, nurseries and playgroups
Lir IPS closed in June 2005 following the successful transformation of Ballycastle PS
Groomsport CIPS closed in June 2006 due to decreasing enrolments
Kindle CIPS closed in August 2008
Hilden CIPS closed in December 2008
Blackwater IC came about as the result of a merger between Rowallane IC and Down Academy
Clogher Valley IPS (Independent Primary) closed in August 2009
Armagh Integrated College closed in August 2009
“These figures include all children being educated in integrated schools, including pre-school provision and those with statements
of special educational needs, which explains any discrepancy with the official Department of Education figures.”
62 Schools
15 Grant Maintained Integrated Colleges
5 Controlled Integrated Colleges
23 Grant Maintained Integrated Primary Schools
19 Controlled Integrated Primary Schools
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